Principle #1: All inlets must start by going down.
Photos 1 and 2: Inlets from levels above the
main trunk line can go straight down or at an
angle downward.
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Photo 3: Inlet lines from upper levels should
join together on the way down where ever possible. The inlet line from above should pass by
and be joined from the side as low as possible.
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Inlets below the main trunk line must have a “p-trap” below the inlet to contain any
moisture remaining in the vertical pipe when the vacuum is turned off.
Photos 4 through 9: The “p-trap” should increase in size as the lift height increases. Making the “p-trap” larger
than necessary is not a detriment to the system efﬁciency. Rule of thumb to follow is 1 inch of outer circumference for each foot of vertical lift.
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Principle #2: The top of every vertical lift above a “p-trap” must reach a “high
point” before making a lateral run.
Photos 10 through 12: Size and shape of the “high point” is not critical so long as it high enough to keep any
liquid left in the lateral line from ﬂowing back into the “p-trap”.
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Principle #3: All lateral runs must drop into main trunk line from above with a
step-down behind the “tee” to minimize the liquid backﬂow in the trunk-line.
Where there is no room to drop the main trunk line or it is not practical to do so,
create a “speed bump” by stepping up, then stepping down to the tee. (See photos
19 through 21)
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Photos 13 and 14: Sweep tees
or 45 Wye’s may be used to join
lateral lines to the main trunk
line; all must drop straight down
or at an angle down into the
main line. No tees or wyes may
ever lay ﬂat or angle upward to
main line.
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Photos 15 through 17: Wherever possible it is preferred to join the lines together while going down. Never join
lines while going upwards. No sweep tees are to be used on any vertical line, only 45 Wye’s.
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Principle #4: Prioritizing inlet valve order.
Inlets that will receive more wet cleaning usage are higher priority than valves that
get less wet use, with dry use only being the low. (Kitchen is always highest, Vacpan is always lowest.)
Lowest priority inlets are always placed in-front (closer to vacuum) of high priority
inlets.
This should not be misinterpreted to mean that dry inlet lines should be piped all the
way to the vacuum separately, just to determine the order to be used when joining
lines together
Photos 18 and 19: Inlet
lines coming from below
should tee-in in front of
lines from an upper level
(closer to vacuum).
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Photos 20 through 22: Lower priority inlets should tee-in in front of, or
bypass higher priority inlets
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